Flex is casual, multi-level collaborative seating.

**2-TIER**
Choose from 16 component variations: 5 different shapes, fully upholstered, with wood steps, or all wood.

**3-TIER**
Choose from 7 component variations: 3 different shapes, fully upholstered, with wood steps, or all wood.

**LOUNGE**
Choose from 18 component variations: 10 different shapes, linear or curved, fully upholstered.

**OTTOMANS**
Choose from 26 component variations: 11 different shapes, fully upholstered.

**WALLS**
Choose corner or linear variations: fully upholstered, shelves available.

Select from the numerous options in the PowerFlex line for a variety of 110-volt, active USB and data ports which can be placed on the left or right of the first tier.

Meets or exceeds ANSI/BIFMA standard XS 4 Public and Lounge Seating.

Enhance aesthetic appearance by using multiple upholsteries.

All products in this collection are third-party certified to the LEVEL® / e3 standard, BIFMA’s sustainability certification program for furniture.

Auxiliary Walls on the back of straight tiers add privacy and separate seating area. Optional shelves available in multiple finishes located at bar height perfect for 30” high stools and ottomans.

Choose from 18 component variations: 10 different shapes, linear or curved, fully upholstered.

Choose from 26 component variations: 11 different shapes, fully upholstered.

Choose from 5 different shapes, fully upholstered, with wood steps, or all wood.

Choose corner or linear variations: fully upholstered, shelves available.
Turning spaces into collaborative work areas

Flex seating collection offers comfortable multi-level seating for groups to assemble for impromptu meetings. Ideal for classrooms, conference rooms, lounge or open atrium areas. Perfect for creating small meeting spaces within large areas, Flex is designed for casual gatherings allowing perimeter spaces to become useful and suitable for collaboration.
Flex Tier

Flex Tier Wood

When Flex Tier is specified in all wood, Flex components become the foundation for spontaneous gatherings. As movable interior architectural elements, the wood Flex Tiers can become a temporary bleacher venue.

Good looking as they are durable, Flex wood can be specified in all of the standard HPFi wood finishes. Go ahead and climb on the furniture - it’s designed just for that!!

Seat pads for comfort

Add a spot of color or extended seat comfort to wood tiers. The loose seat pad measures 18” x 18” allowing two pads to fit side-by-side on a single step.

Flex Tier Wood

The Flex Cubby Storage unit is perfect for all levels of education from Kindergarten to Higher Ed. The 10.5”H x 29.75”W x 14”D storage area in the bottom tier provides temporary storage for book bags, back packs, shoes or just stuff.

Store more with a cubby
Comfortable multi-level seating

Flex Tiered Seating makes perimeter space useful. 2-Tier and 3-Tier options plus the 2-Tier corner modules may be grouped and re-configured to create a variety of seating spaces.

Finish choices

Create your design statement with a variety of fabrics and wood finishes including fully upholstered, all wood surfaces or a combination of fabric body with wood steps.

Wood surfaces are available in any standard HFI finish.
Flex Lounge seating bridges the gap between casual Flex Ottoman seating and Flex Tier seating with a modular lounge approach. Comfortable seats and benches are easily reconfigured for meetings or casual gatherings. The Flex Lounge design is based on 20” deep seats and 10” backs to create an endless variety of seating arrangements. 30” high padded backs make even a brief touchdown painless. Flex Lounge also includes two-sided seating ideal for dining hall applications.
Flex Ottomans

HPFi’s fully-upholstered ottomans are available in a wide variety of shapes – cubes, circles, octagons, two-seat bench or tapers. Another variation includes adding angled brushed aluminum legs to create bistro-height seating. A great way to add extra seating to any space. Mix and match upholsteries to create colorful seating in children’s areas.

Parsec Pull-Up Tables

Pull this auxiliary work top close for a temporary writing surface or support of mobile electronic devices. With a low profile base, Parsec is an ideal companion for the Flex collection of tiered, ottoman and lounge seating.
Flex Walls

Added Privacy with Flex Walls

Flex Upholstered Walls allow an additional level of functionality to be integrated into the Flex Tier product offering. Adding the auxiliary wall to the back of the 2-Tier or 3-Tier units for added privacy or with the addition of the work shelf allows a standing-height work venue within the Flex configuration.

Added Function with Work Shelf

Add the auxiliary wall to the back of the 2-tier or 3-tier units for privacy or with the addition of the work shelf and Timbre stools, create an additional level of classroom seating or touchdown spaces.
Jump Start

Helping you specify Flex products

The depth of the Flex product offering allows currently underused spaces to become the hub of activity with easily reconfigurable Flex collaboration product. Flex fosters a healthy workplace by offering employees and students a gathering space outside of the traditional office and classroom scenarios.

Fabrics used on the tiered surfaces of fully upholstered models require a Seam Slippage / Seam Strength rating of 40 lbs. warp and weft (fill). Contact HPFi for additional details.

Power Modules can be installed in bottom tier at either left or right of center. Left side facing is standard. Power is not available on inside facing corner unit. All products in this collection are third-party certified to the LEVEL®/e3 standard, BIFMA's sustainability certification program for furniture.

Environment and Sustainability

For more than 60 years, HPFi® (High Point Furniture Industries) has been building furniture in the United States with respect to our environment and our community. As a world-class manufacturing operation, we strive to reduce and to eliminate impact on our environment. We recycle and reuse wherever possible. When viable and acceptable to our customers, we incorporate recycled and recyclable materials into our finished products.

For more information on HPFi visit hpfi.com

For Flex products, see pages 44-51.
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